**Activity Sheet 15**

**Review Time! Early Intervention Records**

*Instructions*: Work individually to answer the questions below about today’s training session.

1. Name 3 things you learned today about parents’ right to inspect and review their child’s early intervention records.

2. Name 1 thing you learned today that surprised you, made you think of a personal experience related to privacy or confidentiality, or made you think, “Oh, I can use that later!”

3. How is “personally identifiable information” defined in Part C? *(Name at least 3 things.)*

4. Give 2 examples of a “participating agency.” Then give 2 examples of an agency or individual who is not considered as a “participating agency.”

5. *Scenario:* Larry and Mila inspect their child’s early intervention records. They find information in the records that they believe is misleading or inaccurate. They ask the participating agency to amend the records. What *might* happen if the agency refuses their request? *(Name 2 possible things that could happen.)*